Lakin McCarthy presents

DANNY DORLING

RULE BRITANNIA
BREXIT AND THE END OF EMPIRE

CAN WE BLAME BREXIT ON THE LEGACY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE?
IS OURS A NATION AS MUCH AT ODDS WITH ITS OWN HISTORY AS WITH EUROPE?
AND IS BREXIT THE CURE TO BRITAIN’S UNHEALTHY RELATIONSHIP WITH ITS PAST?

In this talk Danny Dorling looks at the impact of the long, drawn-out end of the British Empire on the Brexit vote... and asks whether the rupture could have a silver lining. Dorling, who is Professor of Geography at the University of Oxford and a frequent commentator on TV and radio, argues that now is the hour to turn our attention to what really went so very wrong for Britain: accepting gross inequality. An authoritative, insightful and entertaining look at our controversial past, the anxiety-filled present... and the possibility of a fairer future.

Danny Dorling

HE IS THAT RARE UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR: EXPERT, POLITICALLY ENGAGED AND ABLE TO EXPLAIN SIMPLY WHY HIS SUBJECT (INEQUALITY) MATTERS.
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